JUSTIN ANTHONY

FRONT-END SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

CONTACT
Denver, CO
303-921-2337
justincanthony@gmail.com
GitHub: justincanthony
LinkedIn: justincanthony

PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY
Front-end developer with 10+ years of
experience as a skilled business operator
and startup leader. Known for using
adaptability, analytical thinking, and
creative problem solving to support
companies scaling rapidly, or later in
maturation. Looking to join a software team
that designs and builds responsive web apps
accessible to all, using JS, React, CSS, and
other emerging tools and frameworks.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

PROJECTS
GONE PHISHIN'

REPOSITORY | DEPLOY LINK

A music-streaming application for fans of the rock band Phish. Users can search for and listen to
every live concert that has been recorded. The concerts are made available through network
requests to a well-maintained server Phish.in.
Learning Milestones: Implemented global state management for UI theme settings, React Hooks
for component state management, and React-Audio-Player for playing mp3 tracks.
Tech Stack: React, Context API, React Hooks, React-Router, React-Audio-Player

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE

REPOSITORY | DEPLOY LINK

Using agile workflow with a backend team, this application allows a user to create and search for
stories based on their geographic location.
Learning Milestones: Used Circle CI for continuous integration and deployment and Geolocation
API for locating the user and rendering relevant data.
Tech Stack: React, Typescript, React Hooks, Cypress, Circle CI

FANBASE

REPOSITORY | DEPLOY LINK

Application designed to allow a user to search for any band and view all of their upcoming concerts
along with relevant links to other resources. The user can save concerts that they would like to attend
and view them on a separate page.
Learning Milestones: Created a search component, utilized error handling for bad search
responses, and local storage for persistence of user saved data.
Tech Stack: React, React Hooks, React Router

OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING(OOP)

RELAVENT WORK EXPERIENCE

JavaScript (ES5, ES6, ES7)
TypeScript
React
HTML
CSS
SASS/SCSS

COFFEEBAR

TOOLS
React Hooks
React Context API
Express.js
Styled Components
Webpack
NPM
Accessibility
UI/UX
Git Workflow
GitHub/GitHub Projects
Agile Practices
REST APIs
Postman
Heroku
Travis CI/Circle CI
Miro
Wireframing

TEST DRIVEN
DEVELOPMENT (TDD)
Mocha
Chai
Cypress

GENERAL MANAGER | NOVEMBER 2017 - OCTOBER 2018 | MENLO PARK, CA

Recruited to configure and lead the opening of the company’s new Silicon Valley flagship location.
Top priorities included conceptualizing the food and wine program and building an opening team.
Led opening of flagship location with a two-month deadline, delivering $1.9 million in revenue in
the first year and averaging 500 guests per day.
By the third day of business, this store had outpaced other locations to become the highest
volume and highest gross revenue location in the company.
In its first 12 months, the location produced $1.9 million in revenue, which was projected to grow
to $2.5 million in the following year.
Identified select individuals suited for management through frequent one-on-one check-ins and
tracking lag measures, such as high sales, punctuality, and positive customer feedback. With
these select individuals, a leaner management structure was implemented, while simultaneously
enabling them to take ownership of key processes.

ALL PURPOSE

OWNER/OPERATOR | DECEMBER 2012 - OCTOBER 2017 | MILWAUKEE, WI

Created vision, secured $200,000 in funding, located a space, and built a team of direct reports to
execute the mission. Primary responsibilities were overseeing daily and long-term operations at the
restaurant.
Recognized as one of the top 30 restaurants in Milwaukee by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
throughout the tenure of the concept.
2014 OpenTable top 100 restaurants in America.
Maintained revenue of $1 million per year, paid off initial loan within 2 years, and after four years
of operations, I sold the restaurant.

EDUCATION
TURING SCHOOL OF SOFTWARE AND DESIGN

MARCH 2021 - DECEMBER 2021 | FRONTEND | 1500 HOURS | ACCET CERTIFIED

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

LEEDS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS | BS FINANCE | 3 CREDITS TO COMPLETION

